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Laser-assisted metal organic chemical vapor deposition
(LCVD) was proved to be an efficient technique for the dep-
osition of a large variety of thin films.1 The CVD precursor
can produce metal atoms directly in the gas phase, or depos-
its in a partially fragmented form before undergoing further
fragmentation. Therefore, the understanding of the photof-
ragmentation process could lead to improved film properties
and growth rate, and a redesign of the CVD precursor which
could yield higher purity films. 

Ge is one of the most widely used semiconductor materi-
als, often doped with other elements, and employed as a
transistor element in electronic applications. Osmundsen et
al. investigated the growth of Ge thin film by photodissoci-
ating GeH4 at 248 nm.2 Fajgar et al. investigated CO2 laser
SF6-photosensitized decomposition of ethoxy(trimethyl)ger-
manium (ETG) and tetramethylgermanium (TMG), assess-
ing the potential for Ge CVD film precursor.3 Stanely also
reported a CO2 laser SF6-photosensitized depletion rate of
TMG.4 For the gas phase dissociation, Antman et al. report-
ed the non-mass selected REMPI (resonance enhanced mul-
tiphoton ionization) spectrum of Ge neutral atom and TOF
(Time-of-Flight) mass spectrum of fragment ions from the
photodissociation of Ge(C2H5)4 (TEG) at 355 nm. They sug-
gested a possible dissociation mechanism for the formation
of Ge atom.5 

This paper elucidates the photoionization and fragmenta-
tion mechanism of two Ge CVD precursors, Ge(CH3)4 (TMG)
and Ge(C2H5)4 (TEG), in gas phase at 355 nm and 266 nm.
The MPI/TOF mass spectra of the two precursors were mea-
sured and compared. 

The TOF mass spectrometer (R. M. Jordan Company) con-
sists of two chambers, a source chamber and a TOF chamber,
differentially pumped by a pair of liquid-nitrogen baffled oil
diffusion pumps. The pressure in the source chamber, which
was measured by an ion gauge, was always less than 10–

5 Torr. The TOF chamber was evacuated by a turbo molecu-
lar pump. The flight length was 1 m, with the pressure main-
tained in the range of 10–7 Torr. The mass resolution was
measured to be 0.34 amu for mass 128 amu. The diluted
sample (1/50 for TEG and 1/10 for TMG) was admitted by
the He gas to the source region via a 0.2 mm-diameter
pulsed nozzle valve. The backing pressure of the He gas was
1-2 atm. Ions were detected by a MCP (microchannel plate),
the ion arrival time spectrum was sent directly to a digital
oscilloscope (Hewlett Packard 54503A) and averaged for
1000 laser pulses. The averaged ion arrival time spectrum
was converted to the mass spectrum by calibration using a

mixture of I2 and He gas. The laser beam from a Nd-YA
laser (Spectron), whose output diameter was adjusted 
mm by using an iris, was focused into the molecular be
with a 60-cm focal length lens. The laser intensity, mo
tored using a surface calorimeter (Laser Focus Precis
Corp.) positioned at the exit window, was increased up t
mJ/pulse at 266 nm and 40 mJ/pulse at 355 nm. TEG (A
rich, 98%) and TMG (Aldrich, 98%) was degassed by se
eral freeze (77 K)-pump-thaw cycles, then used without f
ther purification.

Figure 1(A) shows the MPI/TOF mass spectrum of TE
at 355 nm 8 mJ/pulse for only the Ge ion. The molecu
beam of TEG/He was irradiated by the focused laser be
with the lens positioned at the focal distance (60 cm). T
pulse width of the nozzle was 250 s. The 5 peaks corresp
to 5 isotopes of natural Ge: 70Ge, 72Ge, 73Ge, 74Ge, and 76Ge.
Their abundance in percentage are 21.23% (70Ge), 27.66%
(72Ge), 7.73% (73Ge), 35.94% (74Ge), and 7.44% (76Ge). The
log-log plot of the Ge ion signal vs. the laser intensity (2-40
mJ/pulse) is shown in the inset of Figure 1(A). The linear

Figure 1. The MPI (355 nm)/TOF mass spectrum of TEG at (A
2.1 kJ/cm2 and (B) 2.3 J/cm2 per pulse (see the text). The inset of
(A) shows the log-log plot of the Ge ion signal vs. the laser
intensity (mJ/pulse), whose slope is 2.5±0.1. 
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for the data points at the laser intensity range of 2-6 mJ/pulse
yields the slope as 2.5±0.1. Figure 1(B) shows the TOF mass
spectrum of TEG when the laser beam is defocused by mov-
ing the lens from the focal position by 10 cm. The pulse
width of the nozzle is increased to 800 µs in order to obtain
enough S/N ratio. Assuming that the laser beam profile is a
Gaussian function, the focused spot size (radius) of the 60-
cm focal lens is estimated as 11 µm. When the lens is moved
10 cm for loose focusing, the laser beam radius at the molec-
ular beam increases to about 330 µm, and the laser intensity
decreases by a factor of 900. Thus, the laser intensities per
unit area (cm2) at the molecular beam are 2.1 kJ/cm2 · pulse
for Figure 1(A) and 2.3 J/cm2 · pulse for Figure 1(B). At 2.3
J/cm2 · pulse, all alkyl germanium ions such as mono-, di-,
and tri-ethyl germanium ions as well as the parent ion are
observed. 

Figure 1(B) shows the peaks at mass 129, 131, and 133,
which correspond to the Ge(C2H5)2H+ ion of 70Ge, 72Ge, and
74Ge, respectively. Interestingly, the Ge(C2H5)2

+ ion peaks
are not observed. The strong peak at 105 can be attributed to
the 74Ge(C2H5)H2

+ ion and the weak peak at 107 can be
attributed to the 76Ge(C2H5)H2

+ ion. The Ge ions consist of
the mass 70-77, indicating the existence of Ge hydride ions.

The ethyl germanium ion signals as a function of laser int
sity in J/cm2 · pulse are plotted in Figure 2(A), displaying 
linear dependence. The Ge(C2H5)3

+ and Ge(C2H5)2H+ ions have
almost the same signal intensity and slope. In contrast,
Ge ion signals show a nonlinear dependence on the l
intensity.

At 266 nm, only Ge ion is generated even at a low la
intensity of 0.2 J/cm2, and its signal increases with the 2.5
order of laser intensity.

For TMG, when its molecular beam is focused with 3
nm, the Ge ion is mainly observed. Figure 3(A) shows 
MPI mass spectrum of TMG at 8 mJ (2.1 kJ/cm2) /pulse. The
log value of signal vs. the log value of laser intensity (2-7
mJ/pulse) is plotted and its slope is found as 2.4±0.1. As the
laser intensity at the molecular beam is decreased to 2
cm2 · pulse by defocusing the laser beam, a strong Ge(CH5)3

+

ion peak appears, as shown in Figure 3(B). Figure 2
shows that the Ge(CH5)3

+ ion signal increases linearly with
the laser intensity. At any intensity of 266 nm, MPI/TO
mass spectrum of TMG shows only Ge ion whose signa
dependent on the 2.5th order of the laser intensity.

We can summarize the results as follows: (1) Under h
photon density of 355 nm and at 266 nm, the Ge ion
mainly produced from the multiphoton ionization/dissoci
tion of TMG and TEG. The signal intensity depends 
about the third order of laser intensity. (2) As the phot
density of 355 nm decreases, the alkyl germanium ions
formed. For TEG, all ethyl germanium ionic species are p
duced, and for TMG the Ge(CH3)3

+ ion is mainly generated.
The Ge(C2H5)2H+ ion is found for TEG. All alkyl germa-
nium ion signals show a linear dependence on laser inten

Figure 2. The ion signal vs. the laser intensity (J/cm2 per pulse) for
(A) TEG and (B) TMG at 355 nm. (A) The data points of parent,
Ge(C2H5)3

+, Ge(C2H5)2H+, and Ge(C2H5)+ ions are fitted by a line.
The data points of the Ge+ ion is connected by the line to show a
nonlinear dependence. (B) The ion signal of Ge(CH3)3

+ ion grows
linearly with the laser intensity, as fitted by a line.

Figure 3. The MPI (355 nm)/TOF mass spectrum of TMG at (A
2.1 kJ/cm2 and (B) 2.3 J/cm2 per pulse. 
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The experimental and theoretical bond energies of CH3-
Ge were reported to be in the range of 3.2-3.6 eV.6~8 The
average bond energy Ge-C in the neutral molecule has been
reported as 2.44 eV.9 The ionization energy of Ge is exactly
7.90 eV,10 and the ionization energy of TEG is estimated to
be less than 9.8 eV.11 Three photons of 266 nm (4.66 eV) and
four photons of 355 nm (3.49 eV) are needed to dissociate
four Ge-C bonds of TMG. Since the first absorption band of
GeH4 starts from 245 nm,12 it is expected that for TMG and
TEG, a 2 photon resonance excitation will occur by 355 nm
and 266 nm, while 1 photon is necessary for the ionization. 

The results suggest two independent channels involved in
the photodissociation; one for the Ge ion production and
another one for the alkyl germanium ion formation. The par-
ent ion which is generated as a result of absorbing three pho-
tons, absorbs at least 4 photons of 355 nm to be dissociated
into the Ge ion and alkyl fragments. If the parent ions under-
go a unimolecular-type sequential dissociation, all kinds of
alkyl germanium ion are produced. In the case of TEG, the
Ge(C2H5)2H+ ion can be produced via forming C2H4 (ethene)
from the Ge(C2H5)3

+ ion, which provides an evidence for the
unimolecular-type dissociation. If the slow step is the first
Ge-alkyl bond dissociation of the parent ion, the formation
of all the alkyl germanium ions would show a linear depen-
dence on the laser intensity.13 On the other hand, when the
dissociation takes place at once, only the Ge ion can be
detected in mass spectrum. If the slow step is the (2+1)-pho-
ton absorption of the parent molecule, the Ge ion formation
will be proportional to the third order of the laser intensity.13

At low intensity, the unimolecular-type sequential reaction
can be dominant. But as the laser intensity increases, the par-
ent ion absorbs more photons, and then the simultaneous dis-
sociation becomes a dominant channel. At 266 nm, since
even 3-photon energy is enough to lead the dissociation, the
simultaneous dissociation can prevail under our experimen-
tal conditions. Thus, two channels for TEG are equated as
follows: 

 (I) Sequential dissociation: 
 TEG + (2+1) hν → TEG+ + nhν → Ge(C2H5)3

+ + C2H5 
 Ge(C2H5)3

+ → Ge(C2H5)2H+ + C2H4 

 Ge(C2H5)2H+ → Ge(C2H5) + + C2H6

 Ge(C2H5) + → Ge+, GeH+, etc.

(II) Simultaneous dissociation:
 TEG + (2+1) hν → TEG++ mhν → Ge+ + 4C2H5 

The dissociation channels can also explain the experimen-
tal results of TMG. In the sequential dissociation, the disso-
ciation of Ge(CH3)2

+into Ge(CH3)2
+ probably needs more

activation energy compared with Ge(C2H5)3
+ going to

Ge(C2H5)2H+ and C2H4. Thus the yield of the Ge(CH3)2
+ ion

is greatly reduced. If the dissociation energy of Ge-CH3 of
Ge(CH3)3 and of Ge-C2H5 of Ge(C2H5)3 were measured or

calculated, the experimental results could be more cle
discussed. 

Antman et al. measured the MPI/TOF mass spectrum 
355 nm for TEG, which mainly consisted of the parent a
Ge ions.5 The ion signals display a linear dependence on 
laser intensity. They also detected a non-mass selected RE
signal of Ge neutral atom, showing third-order laser inte
sity dependence. They suggested two dissociation chan
one in which the Ge ion is formed from the parent ion 
absorbing a number of photons, which is consistent with 
finding, and another in which the excited parent molecule
dissociated into the Ge atom, which subsequently ioni
into Ge ion. 

We report the MPI/TOF mass spectrum at 355 nm and 
nm for Ge CVD precursors, TMG and TEG. We interpret
the experimental results by introducing two channels: on
the Ge ion formation directly by simultaneous dissociati
and the other is the unimolecular-type sequential disso
tion into the alkyl germanium ions. TEG can be sequentia
dissociated via C2H4 or C2H6 formation. The simultaneous
dissociation channel is dominant at 266 nm and at high la
intensity of 355 nm. We first compared the photoionizatio
dissociation mechanism of TEG and TMG by measuring 
MPI/TOF mass spectrum. 
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